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This Week in Linux 93: MATE 1.24, KDE Plasma 5.18, Blender, OpenShot, Evernote, MX Linux[2]

On this episode of This Week in Linux, we have monster of a show with new releases from
desktop environments like MATE and KDE Plasma to distro news from MX Linux, Ubuntu,
Project Trident and Tiny Core. In App News this week, we see new releases from Blender,
OpenShot and some interesting news from Evernote. We?ll also talk about some updates from
TLP the laptop performance project and Wayland display server protocol. Later in the show,
we?ll check out a cool gaming overlay project called MangoHud and we?ll discuss some
Legal News related to Mycroft AI and their fight against a ?Patent Troll?. All that and much
more on Your Weekly Source for Linux GNews!

How Ceph powers exciting research with Open Source [3]

As researchers seek scalable, high performance methods for storing data, Ceph is a powerful
technology that needs to be at the top of their list. Ceph is an open-source software-defined
storage platform. While it?s not often in the spotlight, it?s working hard behind the scenes,
playing a crucial role in enabling ambitious, world-renowned projects such as CERN?s
particle physics research, Immunity Bio?s cancer research, The Human Brain Project,
MeerKat radio telescope, and more. These ventures are propelling the collective understanding
of our planet and the human race beyond imaginable realms, and the outcomes will forever
change how we perceive our existence and potential. It?s high-time Ceph receives the praise it
deserves for powering some of the most exciting research projects on Earth.

Kubernetes' Inevitable Takeover of the Data Center [4]

How To Drive Infrastructure Like Uber Does [5]

DragonFlyBSD 5.8-RC1 Is Ready With Many Changes From DSynth To Performance Optimizations[6]

Not only did NetBSD 9.0 make its debut today but DragonFlyBSD 5.8 was branched and its
first release candidate made while DragonFlyBSD 5.9 is the version now open on Git master.

Executive interview: Melissa Di Donato, CEO, SUSE [7]

New CEO of the world?s largest independent open source company wants to make SUSE
more innovative and help businesses to modernise traditional IT

Every time Windows 10 Updates, it deletes all saved desktop icons, clears my taskbar, deletes all my saved favorites,
passwords, and more! [8]

Every time my PC updates my desktop wallpaper goes back to default, and all saved icons,
favorites, passwords, etc are gone. Every. Single. Time. This is getting tiring and I'm losing so
much time at work saving my icons again, paswords, etc. What is going on? Also keeps
changing my default printer even when the box is left un-checked, when the computer updates
and restarts the box will be checked. Its almost as if the computer is set back to default after
every update. Please help. I've tried quite a few things to fix and no luck.

February Win10 1903 and 1909 cumulative update, KB 4532693, causing desktops to disappear[9]

Microsoft should be paying you to beta test their buggy patches.

Windows 10: Update KB4532693 kills user data/profile [10]

There are reports that cumulative update KB4532693 for Windows 10 versions 1903 and 1909
dated February 11, 2020, is causing significant issues for some users. Desktop gone, files

gone, icons gone and more.

Second Windows 10 update is now causing problems by hiding user profiles [11]

Windows 10 users are reporting that a second Windows update included in this month's Patch
Tuesday is causing problems.
According to reports, a bug in the KB4532693 update is hiding user profiles and their
respective data on some Windows 10 systems.
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